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The advent of novel engineered or smart materials, whose
properes can be signiﬁcantly altered in a controlled fashion by
external smuli, has smulated the design and fabricaon of
smaller, faster, and more energy-eﬃcient devices. As the need for
even more powerful technologies grows, networks have become
popular alternaves to advance the fundamental limits of
performance of individual devices. Thus, in the ﬁrst part of this talk
we provide an overview of ﬁ!een years of research work aimed at
combining analycal and computaonal group theorecal methods
with equivariant bifurcaon theory to model, analyze and fabricate
novel network technologies such as: ultra-sensive magnec and
electric ﬁeld sensors; networks of nano-oscillators; and mulfrequency converters. In the second part of the talk, we discuss
more recent work on networks with Hamiltonian nodes, movated
by vibratory gyroscopes systems. We use representaon theory to
ﬁnd suitable bases to study and prove the existence and stability of
pa)erns of oscillaons that emerge via symmetry-breaking
bifurcaons.
Through a normal form analysis we invesgate the eﬀects of various
coupling topologies and show that spaal symmetry alone is not
enough to preserve the Hamiltonian structure of the network. The
Hamiltonian approach can, in principle, be readily extended to other
systems with symmetry and related technologies, e.g., energy
harvesng. These works have been funded by NSF, ARO, DoE, DoD
SPAWAR Command, ONR and NSA, and have led to mulple patents.
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